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Final Report, Part II "Retrieval From The International
Frequency Assignment Files t', was prepared for the Microwave
Laboratory of the NASA Electronics Research Center,
Cambridge, Massachusetts by the Systems Sciences Research
Division of the IIT Research Institute (IITRI) under Contract
Number NAS-12-639. The object of the program was to
establish an International Telecommunications Frequency and
Equipment Characteristics File and a computer program to
ac%_ess the file. The report was prepared under the
direction of Mr. John M. Clarke of NASA/ERC, by Mr. Peter Bock
and Mr. Norbert M. Katz of IITRI, The direction from
IIT Research Institute was supplied by Mr. Frank C. Pethel.
In addition to this Final Report, Part Imo, there is
the Final Report, Part I, "Compatibility Analysis for the
1535-1660 MHz Band", under separate cover.
Also under this contract, two technical papers were
presented jointly by Messrs. John M. Clarke of NASA/ERC
and R. J. Otero and W. C. Wanbaugh of IITRI/SSRD. These
papers were:
s'
1. "Pulse Interference Effects in a Phase Lock
Loop", presented at the 1969 IEEE
Electromagnetic Compatibility Symposium,
Asbury Park, N. J., June 17-19, 1969, and
published in the symposium record, and
2. "Radio Spectrum Utilization in Aerospace
Communications Systems", presented at
the International Communications Con-
ference, Boulder, Colorado, June 9-11, 1969,
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"Retrieval from the International Frequency Assignment
Files" (RIFRAF) is a computer program written in COBOL and
currently operating on an IBM 360/30 computer. The function
of "RIFRAF" is to serve as a useful retrieval tool for the
investigation of registered international telecommunications
installations. This report gives a brief outline of the
computer program structure. Also a limited test file
was established.
i
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
RI1 RAF (Retrieval from the International FRequency
Assignment Files) is a high-speed, digital computer program
designed to provide convenient access to an extensive data
file of international telecommunication frequency assign-
ments.
This program, written for NASA/ERC, is intended as a
tool for the use of aerospace frequency management personnel.
It provides convenient and quick retrieval of frequency
and equipment specifications necessary for analysis of
frequency management problem areas.
Retrieval from the file may be based upon (1) any number
of ranges of frequency, (2) any number of countries or
states, (3) any number of geographical areas defined by
iso-latitudinal and iso-longitudinal boundaries, (4) any
number of ranges of radiated or peak power, and/or, (5) any
number of bibliographical sources of data.
RIFRAF is written in COBOL (F level) and is currently
designed to operate on any IBM system 360 model 30 computer
supporting DOS (Disk Operating System). Conversion to
operation under OS (Operating System) for the NASA/ERC
System 360 model 75 computer is relatively simple, requiring




At present, a test file of approximately 200 frequency
assignment records has been produced. Several results of
simple retrievals on the basis of this test file are given
in this report. The ultimate objective is to expand the file





The program "RIFRAF" was not only designed to accept
frequency and equipment characteristics as they are found
in the ITU and IRAC files; but to print out the desired
results in an easily readable and understandable format.
An IBM 360/30 computer, with two disk units, two
tape units, a card reader, and a high speed printer were
used to check out the program. T.ze IBM 360/30 is relatively
compatible with the IBM 360/75 assume to be operational
at NASA/ERC by mid October.
First, a file was extracted from the list available
in the ITU and IRAC records. This file contains all
registered records of frequencies from 1500 to 1725 MHz.
Each record was punched on an 80 column card in the format
shown in the list below. The list also contains the















	 PREDEFINED CODES (see line 1051-1108






58-61 MODULATION	 PREDEFINED CODES (see lines 953-1001
of the program listing for definitions
of the code)
62	 POWER TYPE	 E = peak
blank -- average







78-79	 ANTENNA GAIN DECT.BELS
80	 SOURCE CODES:	 REFERS TO FILES FROM WHICH
INFORMATION WAS EXTRACTED (see lines
1125-1132 of the program listing for
definitions of the codes)
Having established the file,	 program 'RIFRAF' then has
two main capabilities, 1)	 To update the existing file
(control card	 'EXPAND'), or	 2)	 Search the file for areas
under analysis
	 (control card	 'SEARCH').	 The search routine
can be accomplished in any one of five basic areas, or any
combination of several areas.






Up to 10 sets of parameters can be used for each of
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t
the areas. An example of a set of control cards in the











Limits for retrieving frequency are 1 kHz to 99 GHz
For power the range is 0.1 WATT to 9999 KW.
The next section presents a complete flow diagram, with





































































































SET N = ZERO
IF
































































































IF YES	 LET>nN > 0	 LC=l
NO






CARD	 NO 	 LAST-CARD
	
S	 GO TO'> 	 S	 0LAST-CARD-CHECKSPACES	
NO
	
L =LOGOrO	 DISPLAYLOCATIONS	 CARD
IFFIRST-LONG-DIR S
	






MOVE FIRST-LONG-LIM TO LOCATION (N,1)
MOVE FIRST-LONG-DIR TO LOCATION (N,2)
MOVE SECOND-LONG-LIM TO LOCATION (N,3)
MOVE SECOND-LONG-DIR TO LOCATION (N,4)
MOVE FIRST-LAT-LIM TO LOCATION (N,5)
MOVE FIRST-LAT-DIR TO LOCATION (N,b)
MOVE SECOND-LAT-LIM TO LOCATION (N,7)



































MOVE LOWER-POWER-LIMIT TO POWER
(N, 1)

























ADD	 YES	 =	 NO	 GO TO
1 TO N	 ALL SPACES	 CHECK-TERMS






CHECK-CARD 1 N> 0
F
CARD =





































































































VARYING N FROM 1 BY
1 UNTIL FREQUENCY











FREQUENCY (N, 2)	 FREQUENCY-
	
























LOCATION-RETURN VARY N FROM










































































































/ IF	 IF	 IF \
	










NO	 z	 <	 NO












(N, 3)	 (N, ?)
LAT - "CH
IF LOCATION (N, 6) = 'S' AND
LOCATION (N, 8) = 'S' AND
LOCATION (N, 5) > LOCATION (N, 7)
MOVE LOCATION (N, 5) TO LOCATION-HOLD,
MOVE LOCATION (N, 7) TO LOACTION (N,5),








/ IF IF IF
LATDIR NO	 LATDIR	 YES LATMIN	 No
LOCATION LOCATION 0
N,	 8) N,	 6)
YES YES
IF IF IF
LATMIN NO	 LATDEG LATDEG	 N
> s <
0 LOCATION LOCATION





































































VARYING N FROM 1
BY 1 UNTIL COUNTRY
(N) = SPACES



































GO TO	 RETURN, VARYING N
READ-TAPE	 FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL




































GO TO	 ITERATION THRU SOURCE-
READ-TAPE	 RETURN VARYING N FROM1 BY 1 UNTIL


























































4 AUTHOR.	 PETER BOCK AND NORBERT KATZ.
5 DATE-WRITTEN.	 AUGUST,	 1969.
6 REMARKS. RIFRAF	 IS A SEARCK AND RETRIEVAL PROGRAM FOR THE
7 INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT







15 SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-360 F30.
16 OBJECT-COMPUTER.	 IBM-360 F30.
17 INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.
18 FILE-CONTROL.
19 SELECT PRINT-FILE ASSIGN TO I SYS004 1	UNIT-RECORD 1403 UNIT.
20 SELECT CARD-FILE ASSIGN TO I SYS005 4 UNIT-RECORD 2540R UNIT.
21 SELECT TAPE-FILE ASSIGN TO • SYS006 1	UTILITY 2400 UNIT.







29 RECORDING MODE IS F
30 LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED
31 DATA RECORD IS PRINT-LINE.
32
33 01	 PRINT-LINE	 PICTURE X(801.
34
35 FO	 CARD-FILE
36 RECORDING MODE IS F
37 LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED
38 UATA RECORD .S CARD.
39
40 01	 CARD PICTURE X1801.
41
42 FD	 TAPE-FILE
43 RECORDING MODE IS F
44 LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED
45 DATA RECORD IS TAPE-RECORD.
46
47 01	 TAPE-RECORD PICTURE X(80).
48
49 FD	 SCRATCH-FILE
50 RECORDING MODE IS F
51 LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED
52 DATA RECORD IS SCRATCH-RECORD.
53
54 01	 SCRATCH-RECORD PICTURE X(801.
^31-
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-I NE NO. SEQ.	 NC. SOURCE	 STATEMENT
55
56 WORKING— STORAGE SECTION.
57
58 77 ITEM	 PICTURE
	 X(111.
59 77 SKIP—COUNTER PICTURE 9 VALUE
	
ZERO.
I 60 77 N PICTURE	 99.
61 77 LC	 PICTURE	 9 VALUE ZERO.
62 77 X	 PICTURE
	
9.
63 77 FOOTNOTE	 PICTURE 9.
64 77 FUNCTION PICTURE	 X(7).
65 77 SPACE—LINE	 PICTURE
	
X	 VALUE	 SPACE.
66 77 LOCATION—HOLD PICTURE XXX.
67
68 01 LOG—CARD.
69 02	 NAME—OF—USER PICTURE X(201.
70 02	 AFFILIATION PICTURE	 X(20).
f 7; 02	 DATE—OF—USE PICTURE	 X(81.
72
} 73 01 ITFAF—RECORD.
_ 74 02	 FREQUENCY—INPUT PICTURE	 X(91.
75 02	 LOCATION—INPUT.
_ 76 03	 LONDEG PICTURE XXX.
77 03	 LONMIN PICTURE XX.
I 78 03	 LONDIR PICTURE X.
79 03	 LATDEG PICTURE XX.
80 03	 LATMIN PICTURE XX.
81 03	 LATOIR PICTURE X.
82 02	 COUNTRY—INPUT	 PICTURE X(14).
83 02	 LENGTH—OF—CIRCUIT—INPUT.
{ 84 03	 LENGTH PICTUR: XXX.
85 03	 LG—UNITS PICTURE X.
_- 86 02	 CLASS—OF—STATION—INPUT.
87 03	 CLASS—A PICTURE XXX.
Be, 03	 CLASS—B PICTURE XXX.
"_- 89 03	 CLASS—C PICTURE XXX.
90 03	 CLASS-0 PICTURE XXX.
-
,a 91 02	 BANDWIDTH—INPUT.
92 03	 BAND—TH PICTURE	 XX.
93 03	 BAND—HD PICTURE XXX.
94 03	 F ILLER	 PICTURE	 X.
_- 95 03	 BAND—DEC PICTURE XX.
96 02	 MODULATION—INPUT PICTURE XXXX.
97 02	 PK— AV— CODE PICTURE X.
98 02	 POWER—INPUT.
99 03	 POW— INT PICTURE	 XXXX.
100 03	 FILLER PICTURE X.
101 03	 POW-TH PICTURE XXX.
102 03	 POW— TTH PICTURE X.
103 02	 ANTENNA—INPUT.
104 03	 AZ — IN PICTURE XXX.
135 03	 BW — IN PICTURE XX.
106 03	 GN—IN PICTURE XX.







LINE NO. SEQ. NO.	 SOURCE STATEMENT
O1 FREQUENCY- CRITERION.
02 LOWER-FREQUENCY-LIMIT PICTURE X(9).
02 FILLER PICTURE X.
02 UPPER-FREQUENCY-LIMIT PICTURE X(9).
O1 FREQUENCY-TABLE.
02 FREQUENCY-SET OCCURS 10 TIMES.
03 FREQUENCY OCCURS 2 TIMES PICTURE X19).
O1 LOCATION-CRITERION.
02 FIRST-LONG-LIM PICTURE XXX.
02 FIRST-LONG-DIR PICTURE X.
02 FILLER PICTURE X.
02 SECOND-LONG-LIM PICTURE XXX.
02 SECOND-LONG-DIR PICTURE X.
02 FILLER PICTURE X.
02 FIRST-LAT-LIM PICTURE XX.
02 FIRST-LAT-DIR PICTURE X.
02 FILLER PICTURE X.
02 SECOND-LAT-LIM PICTURE XX.
02 SECOND-LAT-DIR PICTURE X.
O1 LOCATION-TABLE.
02 LOCATION-SET OCCURS 10 TIMES.
03 LOCATION OCCURS 2 TIMES PICTURE XXX.
O1 COUNTRY-CRITERION PICTURE X1141.
O1 COUNTRY-TABLE.
02 COUNTRY OCCURS 10 TIMES PICTURE X(14).
O1 POWER-CRITERION.
02 LOWER-POWER-LIMIT PICTURE X(9).
02 FILLER PICTURE X.
02 UPPER-POWER-LIMIT PICTURE X(9).
O1 POWER-TABLE.
02 POWER-SET OCCURS 10 TIMES.
03 POWER OCCURS 2 TIMES PICTURE X191.
O1 SOURCE-CRITERION.
02 SOUKUL-CODE PICTURE X.
02 TEST PICTURE X110).
O1 SOURCE-TABLE.
02 SOURCE OCCURS 10 TIMES PICTURE X.
O1 LINE-OF-DASHES.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(10) VALUE SPACES.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(24) VALUE ALL '*4.
FREQUENCY-LINE.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(15) VALUE SPACES.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(l0) VALUE ASSIGNED FREQUENt"•



























































NO. SEQ.	 NO. SOUkCE STATEMENT
163 02 FILLER	 PICTURE	 X(41	 VALUE	 •	 MHZ'.
164
165 01 COUNTRY -LINE.
166 02 FILLER	 PICTURE	 X(25)	 VALUE	 SPACES.
167 02 FILLER	 PICTURE	 X(10)	 VALUE	 • LOCATION:	 •.
168 02 COUNTRY-OUTPUT	 PICTURE	 X1221.
169
170 01 LOCATION-LONGITUDE-LINE.
171 02 FILLER PICTURE	 X(35)	 VALUE	 SPACES.
172 02 DEGREES-LONG	 PICTURE	 X(3).
173 02 FILLER	 PICTURE	 X(9)	 VALUE	 '	 DEGREES	 '.
174 02 END-LONG.
175 03	 MINUTES-LONG	 PICTURE X(2).
176 03	 M-MIN-LONG	 PICTURE	 X(9).
177 03	 DIRECTION-LONG	 PICTURE X(41.
178 03	 L-MIN-LONG	 PICTURE X(101.
179
180 01 LOCATION- LATITUDE-LINE.
181 02 FILLER.	 PICTURE	 X136)	 VALUE	 SPACES.
182 02 DEGREES-LAT	 PICTURE x(2).
183 02 FILLER	 PICTURE	 X(9)	 vALUE	 '	 DEGREES	 '.
184 02 END-LAY.
185 03	 MINUTES-LAT	 PICTURE X(2).
lbo 03	 M-MiN-LAT PICTURE X(9J.
1'' 03	 DIRECTION-LAT PICTURE X(5).
1" O 03	 L-M YON-LAT PICTURE X191.
189
190 01 POWER-LINE.
191 02 FILLER	 PICTURE	 X(10)	 VALUE SPACES.
192 02 POWER-TYPE PICTURE	 X(25).
193 02 POWER-1	 PICTURE X(4)	 JUSTIFIED RIGHT._
194 02 P-DECIMAL PICTURE X.	 =_
195 02 POWER-D PICTURE	 X.
196 02 FILLER	 PICTURE	 X	 VALUE SPACE.
197 02 P-UNITS	 PICTURE	 X19).
198
199 01 BANDWIDTH-LINE.
200 02 FILLER	 PICTURE	 X(141	 VALUE	 SPACES.
201 02 FILLER	 PICTURE	 X(21)	 VALUE	 'FREQUENCY	 BANDWIDTH:	 '.
202 02 BAND-1	 PICTURE	 X13:	 JUSTIFIED RIGHT.
203 02 B-DECIMAL	 PICTURE X.
204 02 BAND-D PICTURE	 X(3).
205 02 FILLER	 PICTURE X	 VALUE	 SPACE.
E	 206 02 B-UNITS	 PICTURE	 X131.
207
208 01 MODU LAY I ON-L I NE.
209 02 FILLER	 PICTURE	 X(15)	 VALUE	 SPACES.
210 02 FILLER PICTURE X(20)	 VALUE	 'TYPE OF	 MODULATION:	 '.
211 02 MOD-OUT	 PICTURE	 X(4).
212 02 FILLER PICTURE X	 VALUE	 SPACE.
213 02 M00-INT	 PICTURE X(40).
214
215 01 ANTENNA-AZIMJiH-LINE.




















LINE NO. SEQ. NO.	 SOURCE STATEMENT
217
	
02 FILLER PICTURE X(17) VALUE 'ANTENNA AZIMUTH: '.
218
	
02 AL-OUT PICTURE X(3).
219
	
02 FILLER PICTURE X VALUE SPACE.
220
	







02 FILLER PICTURE X(16) VALUE SPACES.
224
	
02 FILLER PICTURE X(19) VALUE 'ANTENNA BEAMWIDTH: '.
225
	
02 BW-OUT PICTURE XX.
226
	
02 FILLER PICTURF X VALUE SPACE.
227
	














02 FILLER PICTURE X(16) VALUE SPACES.
238
	
02 FILLER PICTURE X(19) VALUE 'LENGTH OF CIRCUIT: '.
239
	
02 LN-OUT PICTURE XXX.
240
	
02 FILLER PICTURE X VALUE SPACE.
241
	







02 FILLER PICTURE X(17) VALUE SPACES.
245
	
02 C-TITLE PICTURE X(18).
246
	
02 CL-OUT PICTURE XXX.
247
	
02 FILLER PICTURE X VALUE SPACE.
248
	







02 FILLER PICTURE X119) VALUE SPACES.
252
	
02 FILLER PICTURE X(16) VALUE 'SOURCE OF DATA: '.
253
	
02 SOURCE-CODE-OUT PICTURE XXXX.
254
	
02 FILLER PICTURE X VALUE SPACE.
255
	







02 FILLER PICTURE X(10) VALUE SPACES.
259
	
02 FILLER PICTURE X(62) VALUE 'NOTE: NO INFORMATION IS GIVE







02 FILLER PICTURE X(10) VALUE SPACES.
264
	
02 UNKNOWN-TITLE PICTURE X1251.
265
	







02 FILLER PICTURE X(37) VALUE SPACES.
269
	




	 NO. SEQ.	 NU. SOURCE STATEMENT
271 01 LINE-2.
272 02	 FILLFR	 PICTURE X(41) VALUE SPACES.
273 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(9) VALUE 'FROM	 THE
274
275 01 LINE-3.
276 02	 FILLER PICTURE X(30) VALUE SPACES.




281 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(32) VALUE SPACES.
282 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(27) VALUE 'FREQUENCY	 ASSIGNMENT	 FILE'
_ 283
284 01 LINE-5.
285 02	 FILLER PICTURE X(33) VALUE SPACES.
286 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(26) VALUE 'SATISFYING	 THE	 FOLLOWING•.
287
- 288 01 LINE-6.
• 289 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(36) VALUE SPACES.
290 02	 FILER PICTURE x(19) VALUE 'RETRIEVAL	 CRITERIA'.
291
292 01 LINE-7.
293 02	 FILLER PICTURE X(16) VALUE SPACES.
294 02	 FTITLE	 PICTURE X(25).
295 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(5) VALUE 'FROM	 '.	 -°-
296 02	 LOW-FREQ PICTURE X(9).
297 02	 TILLER PICTURE X(5) VALUE '	 TO	 '.
298 02	 '1I -FREQ	 PICTURE X(9). ==°
29'^ 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(5) VALUE '	 MHZ'.
300
301 01 LINE-8.
302 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(28) VALUE SPACES.
303 02	 CTITLE	 PICTURE X(12).
304 02	 COUNTRY-NAME PICTURE X(14).
305
306 01 LINE-9.
307 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(16) VALUE SPACES.
308 02	 LTITLE	 PICTURE X(24). F	 ,
309 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(5) VALUE 'FROM	 '.
3i0 02	 A PICTURE	 XXX.
311 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(5) VALUE '	 DEG
	 '.
312 02	 8 PICTURE X.
313 02	 FILLER PICTURE XXXX VALUE •	 TO	 '.
314 02	 C PICTURE XXX.
315 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(5) VALUE '	 DEG	 •.
316 02	 D PICTURE	 X.
317 02	 FILLER PICTURE X(10) VALUE '	 LONGITUDE'.
318
319 01 LINE-10.
320 02	 FILLER PICTURE X(41) VALUE SPACES.
321 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE XXXX VALUE `AND	 '.
322 02	 E	 PICTURF XXX.
323 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE X(5) VALUE '	 DEG	 '.
n 324 02	 F	 PICTURE	 X.
-36-
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02 FILLER PICTURE XXXX VALUE ' TO '.
02 G PICTURE XXX.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(51 VALUE ' DEG '.
02 H PICTURE X.




02 FILLER PICTURE X(311	 VALUE SPACES.
02 PTITLE PICTURE X(9).
V2 FILLER PICTURE X(6)
	
VALUE 'FROM	 '.
02 LOW-POWER	 PICTURE	 X171.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(5)
	
VALUE '	 TO	 '.
02 HI-POWER	 PICTURE	 X(9).




02 FILLER PICTURE X(30) VALUE SPACES.
02	 STITLE PICTURE x(10).
02 SOURCE-OUT PICTURE X(44).
01	 LINIE-13.
02 FILLER PICTURE X131) VALUE SPACES.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(17) VALUE 'NAME OF USER:	 '.
02 NAME-OUT PICTURE X(20).
01	 LINE-14.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(34) VALUE SPACES.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(141 VALUE 'AFFILIATION:	 •.
02 AFFIL-OUT PICTURE X120).
01 LINE-15.
02 FILLER PICTURE X1321 VALUE SPACES.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(16) VALUE 'DATE OF USE:	 '.
02 DATE-OUT PICTURE X(8).
01	 LINE-I.A.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(28) VALUE SPACES.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(35) VALUE 'A COMPLETE LIST OF THE R
"ECORDS:.
01 L INE-2A.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(42) VALUE SPACES.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(7) VALUE • IN THE'.
01 LINE-5A.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(3i 	 VALUE SPACES.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(8)
	 VALUE 'AS OF	 •.
02 USE-DATE-OUT PICTURE X(8).
01 ZERO-RECORD-LINE.
U2 FILLER PICTURE X(12) VALUE SPACES.
02 FILLER PICTURE X(68) VALUE • ****NO RECORDS SATISFYING THE
' SPECIFIED CRITERIA HAVE BEEN FOUND****$.
n
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379 U1	 ASTERISK-LINE.
380 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE
	 X(121	 VALUE	 SPACES.









t	 385 02	 FILLER	 PICTURE	 X114)	 VALUE	 'ADDED	 TO	 THE'.
386
{	 387 PROCEDURE	 DIVISION.
388
389 START.
`	 390 OPEN OUTPUT	 PRINT-FILE,	 INPUT	 CARD-FILE.
391 OPEN
	 INPUT	 TAPE-FILE.
392 READ CARD-FILE	 INTO	 LOG-CARD AT	 END DISPLAY	 'ENO-OF-FILE CARL
393 -	 '	 ENCOUNTERED.
	 JOB TERMINATED.'
	 UPON CONSOLE,
394 GO	 TO CLOSE-FILES.
395 DISPLAY	 LOG-CARD UPON CONSOLE.
396
397 RE AD- FUNCT ION-CARD.
398 MOVE	 ZERO TO N.
399 READ CARD-FILE AT END DISPLAY
	 'END OF	 JOB.'	 UPON CONSOLE
400 GO	 TO CLOSE-FILES.
401
402 TEST-CARD-FOR-SPACES.
403 IF	 CARD =	 '	 ',	 GO TO READ-FUNCTION-CARD.
404 MOVE CARD	 TO FUNCTION.
405 DISPLAY FUNCTION UPON CONSOLE.
	
I
406 IF	 FUNCTION =	 'SEARCH'	 GO TO SEARCH.
407 IF	 FUNCTION	 =	 'PRINT'	 GO	 TO	 PRINT.
408 IF	 FUNCTION	 =	 'EXPAND'	 OR
409 FUNCTION =	 'EXPANDF',	 GO TO EXPAND.
410 IF	 SKIP-COUNTER =	 19	 GO	 TO READ-FUNCTION-CARD.
411 DISPLAY	 'INVALID FUNCTION NAME DECLARED.'	 UPON CONSOLE.
412
413 SKIP-OR-STOP.
414 MOVE	 1	 TO SKIP-COUNTER.
415 CLOSE	 TAPE-FILE.
416 OPEN	 INPUT	 TAPE-FILE.
417 rn TO READ-FUNCTION-CARD.
418
419 NEW-FUNCTION-WITH-CARD.
420 CLOSE	 TAPE-FILE.	 OPEN	 INPUT	 TAPE-FILE.
421 MOVE	 ZERO TO SKIP-COUNTER.
422 IF FUNCTION =	 'PRINT'	 GO TO READ-FUNCTION-CARD.
423 MOVE	 ZERO TO N. GO TO TEST-CARD-FOR-SPACES.
424
425 CLOSE-FILES.






















AT	 ENO DISPLAY	 'END-OF	 FILE
	 CARD ENCOUNTERED.
443 -	 '	 JOB TERMINATED.
	 UPON CONSOLE.
	 GO	 TO CLOSE-FILES.





447 MOVE CARD TO	 ITEM,	 MOVE	 ZERO	 TO	 N.
448 IF	 ITEM	 =	 'FREQUENCY'	 OR	 ITEM	 =	 *FREQUENCIES',	 GO	 TO
449 FREQUENCIES.
450 IF	 ITEM	 =	 'COUNTRY'	 OR	 ITEM =	 'COUNTRIES',	 GO	 TO COUNTRIES.
451 IF	 ITEM =	 • LOCATION'	 OR	 ITEM =	 • LOCATIONS'•	 GO TO LOCATIONS.
452 IF	 ITEM	 =	 'POKIER'	 UR	 ITEM	 =	 'POWERS',	 Gil	 TO	 POWERS.
453 IF	 ITEM =	 'SOURCE'	 UR	 ITEM =	 • SOURCES',	 GO	 TO	 SOURCES.






458 READ CARD-FILE	 INTO FREQUENCY-CRITERION,	 AT	 ENO GO TO
459 LAST-CARD-CHECK.
#	 460 IF	 CARD	 =	 '	 ',	 GO	 TO	 FREQUENCIES.
461 DISPLAY CARD UPON CONSOLE.
462 EXAMINE	 FREQUENCY-CRITERION	 TALLYING	 A l '.	 '.•.




	 1 TO N.
465 EXAMINE	 FREQUENCY-CRITERION
	 REPLACING ALL	 '	 '	 BY	 '0'.
466 MOVE	 LOWER-FREQUENCY-LIMIT	 TO FREQUENCY	 (N,	 1),	 MOVE
467 UPPER-FREQUENCY-LIMIT	 TO	 FREQUENCY	 (N•
	






	 AT ENO GO TO
#	 471 LAST-CARD-CHECK.
472
473 IF	 CARD	 =	 •	 ',	 GO TO COUNTRIES.
474 DISPLAY	 CARD UPON CONSOLE.
475 GO TO CHECK-TERMS.
476 _
477 RETURN-FOR-COUNTRY.
478 ADO	 1	 TO	 N.
479 MOVE
	
COUNTRY-CRITERION TO !.OUNTRY	 (N),	 GO TO COUNTRIES.
480
481 LAST-CARD-CHECK.
482 IF	 N > 0•
	
MOVE	 1	 TO LC,	 GO	 TO PRUCESS-SEAkCH.
483 DISPLAY








LINE  NO. SE Q. NO. SOURCE STATEMENT
487
	
READ CARD-FILE INTO LOCATION-CRITERION, AT END GO TO
488	 LAST-CARD-CHECK,
489
	 IF CARD = , ,• GO TO LOCATIONS.
490	 DISPLAY CARD UPON CONSOLE.
491
	
IF F IRST-LONG-DI R IS NOT EQUAL TO ' E l AND F IRST-LONG-P;R IS
492_	 NOT EQUAL TO 'W', GO TO CHECK-TEEMS.
493
	






MOVF FIRST-LONG-LIM TO LOCATION IN, 1)
496
	
MOVE FIRST-LONG-OIR TO LOCATION (N, 2)
497
	
MOVE SECOND-LONG-LIM TO LOCATION (N, 31
498
	
MOVE SECOND-LUNG-DIR TO LOCATION IN, 4)
499
	
MOVE FIRST-LAT-LIM TO LOCATION IN, 5)
500
	
MOVE FIRST-LAT-DIR TO LOCATION IN, 61
501
	
MOVE SECOND-LAT-LIM TO LOCATION IN, 7)
502
	













IF CARD = ' I  GO TO POWERS.
508
	
DISPLAY CARD UPON CONSOLE.
509
	
EXAMINE POWER-CRITERION TALLYING ALL
510
	
IF TALLY IS NOT EQUAL TO 2, GO TO CHECK-TERMS.
511
	
ADD 1 TO N, EXAMINE POWER-CRITERION REPLACING ALL ' ' BY 10'
512	 MOVE LOWER-POWER-LIMIT TO POWER IN, 1),
513
	






READ CARD-FI-.E INTO SOURCE-CRITERION, AT END GO TO
517	 LAST-CARS)-CHECK.
518
	 IF CARD = ' ', GO TO SOURCES.
519
	
DISPLAY CARD UPON CUNSOLE.
520	 IF TEST IS NOT EQUAL TO ' ', GO TO CHECK-TERMS.
521
	








IF N > ZERO, GO TO CHECK-CARD-2.
si^, 1;
S .. 1	 C:IECK-CARR-1.
.0 4
	 IF CARD - 'PRINT' OR CARD = 'TXPANO . OR CARe - • EXPANDF' OR
tic d	 CARD = 'SEARCH' OISPLAV l LRIIEkIA M1SSlNi C- OR PREVIOUS It
529
	










IF CAkD = 'PRINT' OR CARD = • EXPAND' OR CARD = 'EXPANDF' OR
534
	
CARD = 'SEARCH' GO TO PROCESS-SEARCH.
535
	
IF CARD = 'FREQUENCIES' OR CARD = 'FREQUENCY' OR
536
	
CARD = 'LOCATIONS' OR CARD = 'LOCATION' OR
537
	
CARD = 'COUNTRIES' Ok CARU = 'COUNTRY' OR
538
	
CARD = 'POWERS' OR CARD = 'POWER' OR
539
	
CARD = 'SOURCES' OR CARD = 'SOURCE', GO TO NEW-ITEM.
540
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541 CHECK-COUNTRY.
542 !F	 ITEM	 =	 'COUNTRIES'	 nR	 ITEM	 =	 'COUNTRY'.
543 GO TO RETURN-FOR-COUNTRY.
544 DISPLAY	 'INVALID	 FORMAT'	 UPON	 CONSOLE,	 GO	 TO	 SKIP-OR-STOP.
545
546 PROCESS-SEARCH.
547 MOVE	 ZERO	 TO N.
548 IF	 FUNCTION
	 =	 'PRINT'	 PERFORM	 PRINT-LIST-TITLE-PAGE.







INTO	 ITFAF-RECORD AT	 END GO TO END-SEARCH,
554 MOVE	 ZERO TO FOOTNOTE,
	
X.
555 IF	 FREQUENCY	 ( 1,	 1)	 _	 '	 ' .	 GO	 TO LOCATION-SEARCH.
556 IF	 FREQUENCY-INPUT =	 '	 •,	 MOVE	 1	 TO FOOTNOTE,	 GO	 TO
557 LOCATION-SEARCH.t
558 EXAMINE.	 FREQUENCY-INPUT	 REPLACING ALL
	 '	
'	 BY	 209.
559 PERFORM FREQUENCY — ITERATION THRU
	 FREQUENCY — RETURi4, 	 VARYING N
560 FROM	 1	 BY	 1	 UNTIL	 FREQUENCY	 (N•	 1)
561 GO TO READ—TAPE.
562
563 FREQUENCY—ITERATION.
564 IF	 FREQUENCY—INPUT	 IS	 NOT	 GREATER THAN FREQUENCY	 (N•	 2)	 AND
565 FREQUENCY—INPUT	 IS NOT	 LESS THAN	 FREQUENCY	 (N,	 1)





571 IF	 LOCATION	 (1,	 1)	 GO	 TO	 COUNTRY—SEARCH.
572 IF	 LOCATION—INPUT	 =	 '	 '.	 MOVE
	 '	 TO	 FOOTNOTE,	 GO TO
573 COUNTRY—SEARCH.
574 EXAMINE	 LOCATION—INPUT	 REPLACING ALL	 '	 "	 BY	 104.
575 PERFORM LOCATION — ITERATION THRU LOCATION— RETURN	 VARYING N
576 FROM	 i	 BY	 1	 UNTIL	 LOCATION	 (N,	 1)	 _	 '	 '.	 GJ	 TJ READ—TAPE.
577
578 LOCATION— ITERATION.
579 IF	 LOCATION	 (N,	 2)	 =	 LOCATION	 (N,	 4)	 GO	 TO	 1.
580 IF	 LCCATION	 (No	 2)	 =	 LONDIR GO
	 TO	 2.
581 IF	 LOCATION	 (N,	 4)	 =	 LONDIR GO TO 3.
5H2 GO TO LOCATION—RETURN.
583
584 1.	 IF	 LONDIR	 =	 LOCATION	 (No
	
2)	 GO TO 4.
— 585 GO TC LOCATION—RETURN.
586
587 2.	 IF	 LONDIR =	 'N'	 GO	 TO	 5.
588 IF	 LONM!N >	 1 00'	 GO TO 6.
589 IF	 LONDEG	 IS NOT	 LESS	 THAN LOCATION	 (N,	 1)	 GO	 TO LAT—CHK.
59C GO TO LOCATION—RETURN.
591
592 3.	 IF	 LONDIR	 =	 'w'	 GO	 TO	 7.
593 IF	 LONMIN	 >	 1 00'	 GO	 TO 8.






























































4.	 IF LCNDIR =	 'N' GO TO 9.
IF LONMIN >	 0 00' GO	 TO	 10.
IF LONDEG IS	 NUT LESS	 THAN	 LOCATION	 (N.	 1)	 AND
LONDEG IS	 NOT GREATER	 THAN LOCATION	 (N,	 3)	 GO TO LAT—CHK
GO TO LOCATION-RETURN.
5. IF LONMIN > 1 00' GO TO 11.
IF LONDEG IS NOT GREATER THAN LOCATIUN (N, 11 GO TO LAT-CHK
6n TO LOCATION-RETURN.
6. IF LONDEG > LOCATION (N, l) GO TO LAT-CHK.
GO TO LOCATION-RETURN.
7. IF LONMIN > '00' GO TO 12.
IF LONDEG IS NOT LESS THAN LOCATION (N, 3) GO TO LAT-CHK.
G0 TO LCCAilON-RETURN.
8. IF LONDEG < LOCATION (N• 3) GO TO LAT-CHK.
GO TO LOCATION-RETURN.
9. IF LONMIN > '00' GO TO 99.
IF LONDEG IS NOT GREATER THAN LOCATION (N, 1) AND
LONDEG IS NOT LESS THAN LOCATION (N, 3) GO TO LAT-CHK.
GO T O LOCATION—RETURN.
iJ. IF LONDEG > LOCATION (N, 1) AND
LONDEG < LOCATION (N. 3) GO TO LAT—CHK.
GO TO IOCATION—RETURN.
11. IF LONDEG < LOCATION (N, 1) GO TO LAT—CHK.
GO TO LOCATION—RETURN.
12. IF LONDEG > LOCATION (N, 3) GO TO LAT—CHK.
GO TO L.00ATION—RETURN.
99. IF LONDEG < LOCATION x'N, 1) AND
LONDEG > LOCATION (N, 3) GO TO LAT—CHK.
GO TO LOCATION—RETURN.
LAT—CHK.
IF LOCATION (N• 6) = 'S' AND
LOCATION (,No 8) = I S O AND
LOCATION (N, 5) IS GREATER THAN LOCATION (N, 7)
MOVE LOCATION IN, 5) TO LOCATION—HOLD,
MOVE LOCATION (N, 71 TO LOCATION IN, 5),
MOVE LUCATION — ;OLD TO LOCATION (N, 71.
IF LATDIR = LOCATION (N, 6) GO TO 13.
IF LATDIR = LOCATION IN, 8) GO TO 14. GO TO LOCATION-RETURN
13. IF LATM;IN > 1 00' GO TO 15.
IF LATDEG IS NOT GREATER THAN LOCATION (N, 5) GO TO 16.
GO TO LOCATION—RETURN.
14. IF LATMIN > 1 00' GO TO 17.
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IS NOT	 GREATER	 THAN	 LOCATION	 (N,	 7)
650 GO TO COUNTRY—SEARCH.
651 GO TO LOCATION—RETURN.
652
653 15.	 IF	 LATUEG	 <	 LOCATION	 IN,	 5)	 GO	 TO	 18.
654 GO TO LOCATION—RETURN.
655
656 16.	 IF	 LATDIR	 =	 LOCATION	 (N,	 8)	 GO	 TO	 19.
657 IF	 LATDEG
	
IS NOT	 GREATER THAN LOCATION	 (N,	 5)
658 GO TO COUNTRY—SEARCH.
659 GO TO LOCATION—RETURN.
660
661 17.	 IF	 LATDEG <	 LOCATION	 (N,	 71	 GO TO COUNTRY—SEARCH.
662 GO TO LOCATION—RETURN.
663
664 18.	 IF	 LATDIR	 =	 LOCATION	 (N,	 8)	 GO TO	 20.
665 .F LATDEG < LOCATION	 (N,	 5)	 GO TO COUNTRY—SEARCH.
666 GO TU LOCATION—RETURN.
667
668 19.	 IF	 LATDEG	 IS	 NOT	 LESS	 THAN	 LOCATION	 (N,	 71
669 GO TO COUNTRY—SEARCH.
670 GO TO LOCATION—RETURN.
671
672 20.	 IF LATDEG > LOCATION	 (N,
	
7)	 GO TO COUNTRY—SEARCH.





678 IF	 COUNTRY	 (1)	 _	 '	 ',	 GO TO	 POWER—SEARCH.




681 PERFORM COUNTRY — ITERATION THRU COUNTRY—RETURN, 	 VARYING N FROM
682 1	 BY	 1	 UNTIL	 COUNTRY	 (N)	 _	 '	 ,.	 GO TO READ—TAPE.
683
684 COUNTRY— ITERATION.
695 IF COUNTRY—INPUT =	 COUNTRY	 (N),	 GO TO POWER—SEARCH.
686
687 COUNTRY—eRFTURF.. 	 -XIT.
688
089 POWER—SEARCH.
690 IF	 POWER	 (1,	 1)	 =	 '	 ',	 GO	 TO	 SOURCE—SEARCH.
691 IF	 POWER—INPUT =	 '	 It	 MOVE	 1	 TO FOOTNOTEw	 GO TO
692 SOURCE—SEARCH.
693 EXAMINE	 POWER— INPUT	 REPLACING
	
ALI	 '	 '	 BY	 '00.
694 PERFORM	 POWER— ITERATION THRU PDWER—RETURN,	 VARYING N FROM	 1
695 BY	 1	 UNTIL	 POWER	 (N,	 1)	 _	 '	 '.	 GO TO	 READ—TAPE.
696
697 POWER—ITERATION.
698 IF	 POWER—INPUT	 IS NOT GREATER THO"04	 POWER	 (N,	 2)	 AND
699 POWER—INPUT	 IS NOT LESS






Ir X = ZFRO, WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
IF LC = 1, DISPLAY
GO TO NFW-FUNCTION
PRINT-LINE FROM ASTERISK-L!NE AFTER 2,
PRINT-LINE FROM ZERO-RECORD-LINE AFTER l
PRINT-LINE FROM ASTERISK-LINE AFTER 1.
'END-OF-FILE CARD ENCOUNTERED. JOB TERMI











IF SOURCE (1) = ' '• GO TO FINALLE.
706
	
IF SOURCE-INPUT = ' ', MOVE 1 TO FOOTNOTE• GO TO FINALLE.
707
	
PERFORM SOURCE-ITERATION THRU SOURCE-RETURN VARYING N FROM
708
	


















MOVE 1 TO X.
717
	


















MOVE ZERO TO FOOTNOTE. PERFORM PRINT-LIST-TITLE-PAGE.
730
	
IF FUNCTION = 'EXPANDF' CLOSE TAPE-FILE• OPEN OUTPUT
731
	







READ TAPE--FILE AT END CLOSE TAPE-FILE GO TO ADD-TO-FILE.
735
	










READ CARD-FILE INTO ITFAF-RECORD AT END CLOSE SCRATCH-FILE,
740
	
OPEN INPUT SCRATCH-FILE, OUTPUT TAPE-FILE GO TO ESCAPE.
741
	
IF SOURCE-INPUT = ' ' CLOSE SCRATCH-FILE, OPEN
742
	
INPUT SCRATCH-FILE, OUTPUT TAPE-FILE• GO TO REWRITE-TAPE
743
	
WRITE SCRATCH-RECORD FROM CARD.
744
	























READ SCRATCH-FILE AT END CLOSE SCRATCH-FILE.
754
	
DISPLAY 'END-OF-FILE CARD ENCOUNTERED. JOB TERMINATED.'
755
	
UPON CONSOLE, GO TO CLOSE-FILES.
756
	
WRITE TAPE-RECORD FROM SCRATCH-RECORD. GO TO REWRITE-TAPE.
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	 INTO	 ITFAF-RECORD AT END DISPLAY	 •END-OF-FILE
760 -	 'CARD ENCOUNTERED.	 JOB	 TERMINATED.' UPON CONSOLE,
761 GO	 Tn CLOSE-FILES.
762 IF	 SOURCE-INPUT =	 '	 '	 GO TO NEW-FUNCTION- WITH-CARD.
763 WRITE TAPE-RECORD FROM CARD.
764 PERFORM PRINT-RECORD THRU PRINT-SOURCE. GO TO NEW-FILE.
765
766 PRINT.
767 PERFORM	 SEARCH.	 GO TO PROCESS-SEARCH.
768
769 PRINT-SEARCH-TITLE-PAGE.
770 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE	 FROM LINE-1
	
AFTFR 0.
771 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE	 FROM LINE-2
	
AFTER 2.




	 FROM LINE-4 AFTER 2.
774 WRITE PRINT-LINE	 FROM LINE-5
	
AFTER 3.
775 WRITE PRINT-LINE	 FROM LINE-6	 AFTER 2.
776 MOVE	 'ASSIGNED	 FREQUENCIES:	 '	 TO FTITLE.
777 MOVE
	 1	 TO N.	 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE FROM SPACE-LINE AFTER	 3.
778
779 PRINT -LINE-7.
780 IF	 FREQUENCY	 (No	 1)	 _	 '	 '	 GO	 TO	 PREPARE-LINE -8.
781 MOVE FREQUENCY	 (N,	 11	 TO	 LOW-FREQ.
782 EXAMINE	 LOW-FREQ REPLACING LEADING 2 0'	 BY	 '	 '.
783 MOVE FREQUENCY	 (N•	 2)	 TO HI-FREQ.
784 EXAMINE	 HI-FREQ	 REPLACING LEADING 1 0'	 BY	 '	 '.
785 WRITE PRINT-LINE	 FROM LINE-7 AFTER 1.




	 •	 TO CTITLE.
790 MOVE	 1	 TO N. WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM SPACE-LINE	 AFTER	 1.
791
792 PRINT-LINE-8.
793 IF	 COUNTRY	 (N)
	 =	 '	 •	 GO TO	 PREPARE- LINES-9-AND-10.
794 MOVE COUNTRY (N)	 TO COUNTRY-NAME.
795 WRITE PRINT-LINE
	
FROM LINE-8 	 AFTER 1.
796 ADD
	




	 LOCATIONS:	 '	 TO LTITLE.
800 MOVE	 1	 TO N.
801
802 PRINT-LINES-9-AND-10.
P03 IF	 LOCATION	 (No	 1)	 _	 '	 •	 GO TO	 PREPARE-LINE-11.
804 MOVE	 LOCATION	 (N,	 1)	 TO	 A.
805 EXAMINE
	 A	 REPLACING LEADING
	 1 0'	 BY '	 '.
806 MOVE LOCATION	 (N•	 2)	 TO B.
807 MOVE	 LOCATION	 (N•	 3)	 TO C.
808 EXAMINE C REPLACING LEADING	 1 0'	 BY '	 •.
809 MOVE	 LOCATION	 (N,	 4)	 TO D.
810 MOVE	 LOCATION	 (N•	 5)	 TO	 E.
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811
	
EXAMINE E REPLACING LEADING 1 0' BY ' '.
812
	
MOVE LOCATION IN, 6) TO F.
813
	
MOVE LOCATION IN, 7) TO G.
814
	
EXAMINE G REPLACING (FADING 1 0' BY ' '.
815
	
MOVE LOCATION IN, 8) TO H.
816	 WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM LINE-9 AFTER 2.
817
	
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM LINE-10 AFTER 1.











	 ' TO PT ITLE.
823
	







IF POWER IN, 1)	 ' ' GO TO PREPARE-LINE-12.
827
	
MOVE POWER (N, 1) TO LOW-POWER.
828
	
FXAMINE LOW-POWER REPLACING LEADING 1 0' BY ' '.
829
	
MOVE POWER (N i 2) TO HI-POWER.
830
	
EXAMINE HI-POWER RE LACING LEADING '0' BY ' '.
831
	
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM LINE-11 AFTER 1.
832
	







MOVE 'SOURCES:	 ' TO STITLE.
836
	




PRINT-L I NE- 12.
839
	
IF SOURCE (N) = ' ' GO TO PRINT-LINES-13-14-AND-15.
840
	
IF SOURCE (N) = 'A'
841
	






IF SOURCE (N) = 'B'
844
	






WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM LINE-12 AFTER 1.
847
	







WRITF PRINT-LINE FROM ASTERISK-LINE AFTER 3.
851
	
MOVE NAME-OF-USER TO NAME-OUT.
852
	
MOVE AFFILIATION TO AFFIL-OUT.
853
	
MOVE DATE-OF-USE TO DATE-OUT.
854
	
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM LINE-13 AFTER 3.
855
	
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM LINE-14 AFTER 2.
856
	
WRITE PRINT-L(NE FROM LINE-15 AFTER 2.
857
85a PRINT-LIST-TITLE-PAGE.
859 WRITE PRINT-LINE	 FROM LINE-IA	 AFTER 0.
860 IF	 FUNCTION	 =	 'EXPAND' WRITE	 PRINT-LINE FROM LINE-2B
	 AFTER
861 ELSE	 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE FROM LINE-2A AFTER	 2.
862 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE	 FROM LINE-3 AFTER 3.









	 PRINT-LINE	 FROM LINE-5A	 AFTER	 3.
866
867 PRINT-RECORD.
868 IF	 N =	 ZERO,	 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE	 FROM LINE-OF-DASHES	 AFTER	 0,




	 FROM LINE-OF-DASHES	 AFTER 3,	 MOVE	 ZERO	 TO N.
871 MOVE FREQUENCY-INPUT	 TO FREQUENCY-OUTPUT.
872 EXAMINE	 FREQUENCY-OUTPUT REPLACING LEADING	 1 0'	 BY	 '	 '.
873 WRITE PRINT-LINE	 FROM FREQUENCY-LINE
	
AFTER 3.
674 IF COUNTRY-INPUT	 =	 '	 '	 MOVE	 'UNKNOWN'	 TO COUNTRY-OUTPUT,
875 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE	 FROM COUNTRY-LINE
	
AFTER	 2 9	GO TO PRINT-P.
876 MOVE COUNTRY-INPUT TO COUNTRY-OUTPUT.
877 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE	 FROM COUNTRY-LINE	 AFTER	 2.
878 IF	 (LONDIR	 =	 '	 '	 AND LATDIR	 =	 ,	 ')	 OR
879 (LONDIR	 =	 1 0'	 AND LATDIR	 =	 100)
880 MOVE	 'EXACT LOCATION UNKNOWN'	 TO UNKNOWN-PART,
881 MOVE	 SPACES TO UNKNOWN-TITLE,
882 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE	 FROM UNKNOWN-LINE	 AFTER	 1,	 GO TO PRINT-P.
883 EXAMINE	 LONDEG REPLACING LEADING	 '0'	 BY	 '	 '.
884 EXAi1NE	 LONMIN	 REPLACING LEADING	 1 0'	 BY	 '	 '.
885 EXAMINE	 LATDEG REPLACING	 LEADING	 1 0'	 BY	 '	 '.
886 EXAMINE	 LATMIN	 REPLACING LEADING	 1 0'	 BY	 '	 '.
887 IF	 LONDEG =	 '	 '	 MOVE	 ,	 0'	 TO LONOEG.
888 IF	 LATDEG =	 '	 '	 MOVE	 '	 0'	 TO	 LATDEG.
889 MOVE LONDEG TO DEGREES-LONG. MOVE LONMIN TO MINUTES-LONG.
890 MOVE LATDEG TO DEGREES-LAT. 	 MOVE LATMIN TO MINUTES-LAT.
891 MOVE	 'EAST'	 TO DIRECTION-LUNG.	 MOVE	 'NORTH'	 TO	 DIRECTION-LAT.
892 IF	 LONDIR	 =	 'W',	 MOVE	 'WEST'	 TO	 DIRECTION-LONG.
893 IF	 LATDIR	 =	 'S',	 MOVE	 'SOUTri'	 TO	 DIRECTION-LAT.
894 MOVE	 '	 MINUTES
	 '	 TO M-MIN-LONG,	 M-MIN-LAT.
895 MOVE	 '	 LONGITUDE'
	 TO L-MIN-LONG.
896 MOVE	 '	 LATITUDE'	 TO L-MIN-LAT.
897 IF	 LONMIN =	 '	 '	 AND	 LONDIR =	 'W'
898 MOVE	 'WEST LONGITUDE'	 TO END-LONG.
899 IF	 LCNMIN =	 '	 '	 AND LONDIR =	 'E'
900 MOVE	 'EAST	 LONGITUDE'	 TO END-LONG.
901 IF	 LATMIN =	 '	 '	 AND LATDIR	 =	 'S'
902 MOVE	 'SOUTH LATITUDE'	 TO END-LAT.
903 IF	 LATMIN =	 '	 '	 AND LATDIR	 =	 'N'
904 MCVE	 'NORTH LATITUDE'	 TO	 ENO-LAT.
905 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE	 FROM LOCATION-LONGITUDE-L:NE AFTER	 1.
906 WRITE PRINT-LINE	 FROM LOCATION-LATITUDE-LINE	 AFTER	 1.
907
908 PRINT-P.
909 IF POWER-INPUT	 =	 '	 "	 MOVE	 'UNKNOWN'
	
TO UNKNOWN-PART,
910 MOVE	 'AVERAGE OPERATING POWER: 	 '	 TO UNKNOWN-TITLE,
9i! WRITE	 PRINT-LINE FROM UNKNOWN-LINE	 AFTER 2,
	
GO TO PRINT-B.
912 EXAMINE	 POW-LNT REPLACING LEADING	 1 0'	 BY	 '	 '.
913 IF	 POW-INT =	 '	 ',	 EXAMINE	 POW-TH	 REPLACING	 ALL	 '	 '	 BY	 401,
914 EXAMINE
	
POW-TH REPLACING LEADING 	 1 0'	 BY
915 MOVE POW-TH TO POWER-[
916 MOVE POW-TTH TO POWER-0
917 MOVE	 'WATTS'	 TO P-UNITS
-4 918 ELSE MOVE POW-IhO	 TO POWER-I.	 MOVE	 POW-TH TO POWER-D,
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MOVE 'KILOWATTS' TO P-UNITS.
IF (POWER-I = '
	 14) OR
(POWEk-I = '
	 ' AND POWER-D IS NOT EQUAL TO ' ')
EXAMINE P-UNITS REPLACING ALL 'S' BY ' '.
MOVF '.' TO P-DECIMAL. IF POWER-0 = ' ' OR POWER-D= 1049
MOVE ' ' TO P- DECIMAL• POWER-D.
IF POWFR-I = ' ' MOVE '	 Of TO POWER-[.
MOVE 'AVERAGE OPERATING POWER: ' TO POWER-TYPE.
IF PK-AII-CODE IS NOT EQUAL TO ' ',
MOVE '	 PEAK RADIATED POWER: ' TO POWER-TYPE.
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM POWER-LINE AFTER 2.
PRINT-B.
IF BANDWIDTH-INPUT = ' ' MOVE 'UNKNOWN' TO UNKNOWN-PART,
MOVE '	 FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH: ' TO UNKNOWN-TITLE,
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM UNKNOWN-LINE AFTER 2, GO TO PRINT-
EXAMINE BAND-TH REPLACING LEADING 1 0' BY ' '.
IF BAND-TH = ' ' MOVE BAND-HD TO BAND-I
MOVE BAND-DEC TO BAND-0
MOVE 'KHZ' TO B-UNITS
ELSE MOVE BAND-TH TO BANG-1
MOVE BAND-HO TO BAND-D
MOVE 'MHZ' TO B-UNITS.
MOVE '.' TO B-DECIMAL.
IF BAND-D = • ' OR BAND-D = 1 000' OR BAND-0 = 1 00 '
OR BAND-D = 10 ' MOVE SPACE TO B-DECIMAL, BANU-0.
IF BAND-I = ' ', MOVE ' O f TO BAND-I.
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM BANDWIDTH-LINE AFTER 2.
PRINT-M.
IF MODULATION-INPUT =	 , MOVE 'UNKNOWN' TO UNKNOWN-PART.
MOVE '	 TYPE OF MODULATION: ' TO UNKNOWN-TITLE,
WRITE PRINT-LINE F ROM UNKNOWN-LINE AFTER 2, GO TO PRINT-
TO MOD-OUT.MOVE MODULATION-INPUT
IF MOD-OUT = 'F9 '
MOVE 'lFM OR PHASE MODULATION - NON-DEFINED)' TO MOD-INT
GO TO PRINT-MOD.
IF MOD-OUT = 'P9 '
MOVE '(PULSE MODULATION - NON-DEFINED(' TO MOD-INT
GO TO PRINT-MOD.
IF MOD-OUT = 'P	 '
MOVE '(PULSE MODULATION)' TO MCD-INT
GO TO PRINT-MOD.
IF MOD-OUT = 'AU '
MOVE 'lAM - WITH NO MODULATION" TO MOD-INT
GO 10 PRIN1-MUD.
IF MOD-OUT = 'A2 '
MOVE '(AM -- TELEGRAPHY - UNKEYED EMISSION)' TO MOD-INT
GO TO PRINT-MOD.
IF MOD-OUT = 'P3D '
MOVE '(PULSE MODULATION-TELEPHONY - AM PULSES)' TO MOD-II
GO TO PRINT-MOD.
IF MOD-CUT = ' PO ,




INE	 NO. SEQ.	 NO.	 SOURCE	 STATEMENT
973 GO TO PRINT-MOD.
974 IF	 MOD-OUT	 =	 •A9	 •
975 MOVE	 '(AMPLITUDE
	 MODULATION - NON-DEFINED)'	 TO MOD-INT
976 GC	 TO PRINT-MOD.






979 GO	 TO PRINT-MOD.
980 IF	 MOD-OUT
	 =	 'F3	 '
981 MOVE	 '(FM OR PHASE
	 MODULATION - TELEPHONY)'
	 TO MOD-INT
982 GO TO PRINT-MOD.
983 IF MOD-OUT	 =	 'F5	 '
984 MOVE	 '(FM OR PHASE MODULATION - TELEVISION)' 	 TO MOD-INT
985 GO TO PRINT-MOD.
986 IF	 MOD-OUT =	 'F359'
987 MOVF	 '(FM -	 TELEPHONY/TELEVISION/NON-DEFINED) •	TO MOD-INT
988 GO TO PRINT-MOD.
989 IF	 MOD-OUT	 =	 • F35	 '
990 MOVE	 '(FM -	 TELEPHONY	 AND	 TELEVISION)'	 TO	 MOD-INT
991 GO TO PRINT-MOD.
992 IF	 MOD-OUT	 =	 'P39	 '
993 MOVE	 '(PULSE MODULATION-TELEPHONY/NON-UEFINED)'
	
TO MOD-INT
994 GO TO PRINT-MOD._
995 IF	 MOD-OUT	 =	 'P23	 •
996 MOVE	 '(PULSE
	
MODULATION-TELEPHONY/TELEGRAPHY)' 	 TO MOD-INT
997 GO TO PRINT-MOD.
998 IF	 MOD-0UT =	 'P3F
999 MOVE	 '(PULSE	 MODULATION - TELEPHONY-PM PULSES)'
	 TO MOD-INT
1000 GO	 TO PRINT-MOD.
1001 MOVF	 'UNDEFINED'	 TO MOD-INT.
1002
1003 PRINT-MOD.
1004 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE	 FROM MODULATION-LINE	 AFTER	 2.
1005
1006 PRINT-A.
1007 IF AZ-IN =	 '	 '	 MOVE	 'UNKNOWN'	 TO UNKNOWN-PART,
1008 MOVE	 •	 ANTENNA	 AZIMUTH:	 '	 TO UNKNOWN-TITLE,
1009 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE FROM UNKNOWN-LINE AFTER 2,
	
GO TO PRINT-W.
1010 MOVE	 AZ-IN TO AZ-OUT,	 MOVE	 'DEGREES'	 TO AZ-UNITS,
1011 WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM ANTENNA-AZIMUTH-LINE AFTER 2.
1012
1013 PRINT-W.
1014 IF	 BW-IN =	 '	 '	 MOVF	 'UNKNOWN'	 TO UNKNOWN-PART,
1015 MOVE	 '	 ANTENNA BEAMWIDTH:	 '	 TO UNKNOWN-TITLE,
1016 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE FROM UNKNOWN-LINE AFTER	 I t	GO TO PRINT-G.
1017 MOVE	 BW-IN TO BW-OUT,	 MOVE	 'DEGREES'	 TO BW-UNITS,
1018 WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM ANTENNA-EEAMWIDTH-LINE	 AFTER	 1.
1019
F 1020 PRINT-G.
1021 IF GN-IN =	 •	 '	 MOVE	 'UNKNOWN'	 TC UNKNOWN-PART,
1022 MOVE
	 '	 ANTENNA GAIN:
	 •	 TO UNKNOWN-TITLE,
1023 WRITE	 PRINT-LINE FROM UNKNOWN-LINE AFTER 	 It	 GO TO PRINT-L.
1024 MOVE GN-IN TO GN-CUT,	 MOVE	 'DB'	 TO GN-UNITS,
1025 WRITE
	 PRINT-LINE	 FROM ANTENNA-GAIN-LINE AFTER	 1.
1026
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IF LENGTH = ' • MOVE 'UNKNOWN' TO UNKNOWN-PART,
1029
	
MOVE '	 LENGTH OF CIRCUIT: ' TO UNKNOWN-TITLE,
1030
	
WRITE PRINT-LINE FROM UNKNOWN-LINE AFTER 2 9
 GO TO PRINT-
10,41
	
MOVE LENGTH TO LN-OUT.
1032
	
IF LG-UNITS = 'K' MOVE 'KILOMETERS' TO LN-UNITS.
1033
	
IF LG-UNITS = 'N' MOVE 'NA()TICAL MILES' TC LN-UNITS.
1034
	
IF LN-OUT = '	 1' EXAMINE LN-UNITS REPLACING ALL •S' BY ' '
1035
	
IF LG-UNITS = 'M' MOVE 'STATUTE MILES' TO LN-UNITS.
1036
	
IF LN-OUT = '
	 1' AND LN-UNITS = 'STATUTE MILES•
1037
	
MCVE ' STATUTE MILE' TO LN-UNITS.
1038
	
IF LG-UNITS = ' , MOVE SPACES TO LN-UNITS.
1039
	







IF CLASS-A = ' ' MOVE • UNKNOWN' TO UNKNOWN-PART,
1043
	
MOVE '	 CLASS OF STATION: ' TO UNKNOWN-TITLE,




1046	 MOVE 'CLASS OF STATION: ' TO C-TITLE.
1047
	
MOVE CLASS-A TO CL-OUT.







IF CL-OUT = 'FX '
1052
	






IF CL-OUT = 'FL '
1055
	






IF CL-OUT = 'MU '
1058
	






IF CL-OUT = 'XT '
1061
	






IF CL-OUT = I RO '
1064
	






IF CL-OUT = 'XR '
1067
	








IF CL-OUT = 'XD '
1070
	






IF CL-OUT = 'ROA'
1073
	






IF CL-OUT = 'LR '
1076
	






IF CL-OUT = 'MOH'
1079
	





NE NO. SEQ.	 NO.	 SOURCE	 STATEMENT





1083 GO TO PRINT-CL.
1084 IF	 CL-OUT	 =	 'CPI




1086 GO TO PRINT-CL.





1084 GO	 TO	 PRINT-CL.
1090 IF	 CL-OUT	 =	 'EX
1091 MOVE	 '(EXPERIMENTAL
	 STATION)'	 TO	 CL-INT
1092 GO TO	 PRINT-CL.
1093 IF	 CL-OUT	 =	 'OT'
1094 MOVE	 '(MILITARY	 SERVICES
	
STATION)'
	 TO CL -INT
1095 GO TO	 PRINT-CL.
1096
1097 IF	 CL-OUT	 =	 'FB	 '
1098 MOVE	 '(BASE	 STATION)'
	
TO	 CL-INT
1099 GO TU	 PRINT-CL.
1100 IF	 CL-OUT	 =	 'FC
	 '
1101 MOVE	 '(COASTAL	 STATION)'	 TO CL-INT
1102 GO TO	 PRINT-CL.
1103 IF CL-OUT	 =	 'RA	 '
1104 MOVE	 ' f RADIO	 ASTRONOMY	 STATION)'
	 TO CL-INT
1105 GO TO	 PRINT-CL.




1108 GO	 TO	 PRINT-CL.
1109 MOVE	 'UNDEFINED'	 TO CL-INT.
1110
1111
1112 PR INT-CL .





1116 MOVE	 SPACES TO C-TITLE.
1117 IF CLASS-8 =	 '	 '	 GO	 TO SOURCE-CHOICE.
1118 MOVE CLASS-B TO CL-OUT. PERFORM CLASS-INTERP THRU PRINT-CL,
1119 IF CLASS-C	 =	 '	 '	 GO TO SOURCE-CHOICE.
1120 MOVE	 GLASS-C TO CL-OUT.	 PERFORM CLASS-INTERP THRU PRINT-CL.
1121 IF CLASS-D =	 '	 '	 GO	 TO SOURCE-CHOICE.
1122 MOVE CLASS-D TO CL--OUT.
	 PERFORM CLASS - INTERP THRU PRINT-CL.
1123
1124 SOURCE-CHOICE.
1125 IF	 SOURCE-INPUT	 =	 'A'
1126 MOVE	 'IRAC'	 TO SOURCE-CODE-OUT
1127 MOVE	 '(INTERAGENCY RADIO
	 ASSIGNMENT	 COMMITTEE)'
	 TO S-OUT
1128 GO TO	 PRINT-SOURCE.
1129 IF	 SOURCE-INPUT =	 'S'




	 TELECOMMUNICATION UNION)'	 TO	 S-OUT
1132 GO TO PRINT-SOURCE.- 









	 WRITE PRINT—LINE FROM SOURCE—LINE AFTER 2.
1137
	
IF FCOTNOTE = I WRITE PRINT —LINE FROM FOOTNOTE —LINE AFTER 2
r	 1138
	 WRITE PRINT—LINE FROM LINE—OF—DASHES AFTER 2.
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6.0 RESULTS OF PROGRAM'RIFRAF'
Although the program was checked out quite extensively,
only a few examples of printout are included here.
The file now contains 200 records ranging from 1535-
1710 MHz. Initially 186 of these records were placed in
the file (on tape). Then the file was expanded using the
balance of 14 records.
Next, a set of retrieval criteria was read into the
program. Frequency was set between 1535 and 1660 MHz.
The location was examined for records between 130 degrees
West and 130 degrees East longitude; and 60 degrees North
and 60 degrees South latitude. For power, the criteria
for retrieval was 1.0 watts to 20.0 kilowatts. The
resulting printout showed 86 records satisfying all the
above specifications.
A last set of parameters, predetermined not to exist
in the file, was then read into the computer. These were,
Ccuntry: Italy; Power from 200 to 400 watts and power
from 1.0 to 3.0 kilowatts. As expected, no records were
found =o satisfy the specified criteria.
The next several pages contain excerpts from the
actual computer printouts described above. Included also
is a complete printout of the file, though only a few of
the records printed are included here. After the file
was expanded, the additional records were printed. Here
I I T RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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6too, only a few are included in the report. The title
pages for the specific lists are printed out preceding
the actual list.
0
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eASSIGNED FREQUENCY: 1530.0	 MHZ
LOCATION: ITALY
10 DEGREES 33 MINUTES EAST LONGITUDE
43 DEGREFS 45 MINUTES NORTH LATITUDE
AVERAGE vf^ERATING POWFR: 5	 WATTS
FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH: 10 MHZ
TYPE OF MODULATION: F3 (FM OR PHASE MODULATION — 	 TELEPHONY)
ANTENNA AZIMUTH: 114 DEGREES
ANTENNA BEAMWIDTH: 4 DEGREES
ANTENNA GAIN: 31 ')B
LENGTH OF	 CIRCUIT: 84 KILOMETERS
CLASS OF	 STATION: FX (FIXED	 STATION)
CP (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE	 STATION)
SOURCE OF DATA: ITU (INTERNATIONAL	 TELECOMMUNICATION UNION)
tz
ASSIGNED FREQUENCY: 1530.0 MHZ
LOCATION: ITALY
14 DEGREES 42 MINUTES EAST LONGITUDE
37 DEGREES 56	 MINUTES NORTH LATITUDE
AVERAGE OPERATING POWER: 5	 WATTS
FREQUENCY	 BANDWIDTH: 10 MHZ
TYPE
	
OF MODULATION: F3 (FM OR PHASE MODULATION — TELEPHONY)
ANTENNA	 AZIMUTH: 75 DEGREES
ANTENNA BEAMWIDTH: 4 DEGREES
ANTENNA GAIN: 31 DB
LENGTH OF	 CIRCUIT: 101 KILOMETERS






















15 DEGREES EAST LONGITUDE
46 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE
10	 WATTS
3.600 MHZ






CP (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE STATION)
















9 DEGREES EAST LONGITUDE
39 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE
5	 WATTS
12	 MHZ






CP (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE STATION)
ITU (INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION)
	ASSIGNED FREQUENCY:	 1612.0	 MHZ
LOCATION: SWEDEN
11 DEGREES EAST LONGITUDE
57 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE
AVERAGE OPERATING POWER: UNKNOWN
	
FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH:	 2	 MHZ




LENGTH OF CIRCUIT: UNKNOWN
CLASS OF STATION: RA (RADIO ASTRONOMY STATION)















12 DEGREES EAST LONGITUDE
45 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE
3	 WATTS
8	 MHZ






CP (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE STATION)















11 DEGREES EAST LONGITUDE
45 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE
3	 WATTS
8	 MHZ





CLASS OF STATION: FX	 IFIXED STATION)
CP (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE STATION)
SOURCE OF DATA: ITU
	 (INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION)
ASSIGNED FREQUENCY:
L OCAT ION:











12 DEGREES EAST LONGITUDE
45 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE
5	 WATTS
8	 MHZ






CP (PUBLI( CORRESPONDENCE STATION)
ITU (INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION)
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CLASS OF STATION: FX	 (FIXED STATION)
CP (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE STATION)
SOURCE OF DATA: ITU (INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION)




AVERAGE OPERATING POWER:	 2	 WATTS
	
FREQUENCY BANDWID T H:	 12.500 MHZ




LENGTH OF CIRCUIT: UNKNOWN
CLASS OF STATION: FX	 (FIXED STATION)
CP (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE STATION)
SOURCE OF DATA: ITU











ASSIGNED FREQUENCIES: 	 FROM 1535.000 TO 1660.000 GHZ
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS: FROM 130 DEG W TO 130 DEG E LONGITUDE
AND 60 DEG N TO 60 DEG S LATITUDE
POWFkS: FROM	 .0010 TO 20.00000 KILOWATTS
at*a*********^*********•***ss*s***ss**sa^ass*ss**s+saassa*sss**s^ssss
	
NAME OF USER:	 BERT KATZ
	
AFFIL IAT ION:	 ► I T Kt StA4C.F- INST
	DATE OF USE:	 08/15169
s******s*s**,t*a****s*ss*
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14 DEGREES EAST LONGITUDE
37 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE
5	 WATTS
10	 MHZ






CLASS OF STATION: FX	 (FIXED STATION)
	
CP	 (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE STATION)
SOURCE OF DATA: ITU (INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION)












12 DEGREES EAST LONCITUDE
41 DFGREES NORTH LATITUDE
5	 WATTS
10	 MHz






CLASS OF STATION: FX	 (FIXED STATION)
	
CP	 (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE STATION)
SOURCE_ OF DATA: ITU (INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION)
*s*s***s**ss## t *s*sss#**
I I T RESEARCH INSTITUTE
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13 DEGREES EAST LONGITUDE
38 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE
5	 WATTS
17	 MHZ






CP	 (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE STATION)
ITU (INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION)
##****t#s#** *t##*tttttt#
	
ASSIGNED FREQUENCY:	 1545.000 MHZ
LOCATION: ITALY
13 DEGREES EAST LONGITUDE






FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH:	 17	 MHZ
	
TYPE OF MODULATION: F3
	
(FM OR PHASE MODULATION — TELEPHONY)
ANTENNA AZIMUTH: 50 DEGREES
ANTENNA BEAMWIDTH: 5 DEGREES
ANTENNA GAIN: ^j2 DB
	
LENGTH OF CIRCUIT:	 36 KILOMETERS
	
CLASS OF STATION: FX	 (FIXED STATION)
CP (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE STATION)














1^ DEGREES EAST LONGITUDE
45 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE
5	 WATTS
10	 MH Z





CLASS OF STATION: FX	 (FIXED STATION)
CP (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE STATION)







ANTENNA BEAMWIDT ► i:
ANTENNA GAIN:





y DEGREES EAST LONGITUDE
45 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE
5	 WATTS
LO	 MHZ






CP (PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE STATION)
ITU (INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION)











POWERS: FROM	 .2000 TO	 .4000 KILOWATTS
FROM
	
1.0000 TO	 3.000 KILOWATTS
NAME OF USER: BERT KATZ
	




****NO RECORDS SATISFYING THE SPECIFIED CRITERIA HAVE BEEN FOUND****
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